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I.

INTRODUCTION
This docket is about replacement power costs and prudence. The purpose of this

docket is to review whether PGE's actions with regard to the installation of low-pressure
rotors at the Boardmau plant were prudent, and whether the Company took the proper
and reasonable steps that could have prevented the 2005-2006 Boardman outage or at
least mitigated its fmancial impact.
1
efficiency was laudable; the question here is whether PGE's method of acting on that
intent was prudent.
CUB's position is that PGE purchased untested, experimental technology for
Boardman and failed to conduct significant analysis of the risks that were being incurred.
PGE then failed to follow through on its plans to mitigate those risks that the Company
had identified in its meager analysis.

These failures directly contributed to the financial

impact associated with the outage. Based on PGE's fundamental failures to conduct its

1

PGE Brief at 33.
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business practices in a prudent manner, it is CUB 's position that there are no grounds to
charge customers for the costs of the 2005-2006 Boardman outage ?
In this docket PGE would like the Commission only to assess whether it was
prudent in acquiring replacement power. As indicated above, CUB respectfully requests
that the Commission look at whether the actions leading up to, occurring during the time
of, and taken in response to the LPl turbine outage, were prudent. A prudency review in
this situation includes review of:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Whether PGE was prudent when it designed its maintenance procedures
for the LP 1 turbine?
Whether PGE was prudent when it made the decision to upgrade its
baseload resource?
Whether PGE was prudent when it contracted for the installation of
experimental technology to make the upgrade to its baseload resource?
Whether PGE was prudent when its attorneys and other employees failed
to negotiate and contract for adequate compensation should the
experimental techno logy fail during the anticipated life of the plant?
Whether PGE was prudent in its oversight of parts manufacturing?
Whether PGE was prudent in its oversight of the installation of the parts?
Whether PGE's response to the excess vibrations was prudent?
Whether PGE was prudent in having the main Root Cause Analysis done
by the manufacturer of the upgraded parts that failed?

S ince CUB has already addressed most of these arguments in earlier rounds of
testimony and briefing CUB will focus on its main arguments and upon new testimony
and exhibits offered at the last hearing. CUB will also sign on to certain arguments
previously made by other parties. For the arguments that CUB feels are most crucial to
its case, CUB will rely extensively on its prior testimony. Rather than setting this
testimony out in block quotes, CUB will incorporate it into the brief and provide
appropriate citation.

2

CUBIlOO, lenks/l lines 3- 1 3.
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II.

ARGUMENT

1.

The Standard of Review.
The standard for reviewing prudence is what PGE knew or should have known at

the time it chose to install the LPI turbine, and whether it maintained the turbine in a
prudent manner. 34
2.

PGE has the bnrden of proof (both persnasion and prodnction).
Nevertheless, throughout this docket, PGE has attempted to shift the burden
of proof to Staff and Intervenors.
The Commission has previously explained the utility's burden of proof in

deferred accounting proceedings:
[Aln applicant is initially responsible for both the burden of persuasion
and the burden of production in support of a deferred accounting request.
The burden of production shifts to other parties to present evidence that
rebuts what an applicant presented. However, the burden of persuasion
always rests with the applicant, regardless of opposition to the filing.
Thus, for example, an applicant does not necessarily meet its burden
merely by presenting unrebutted evidence. The evidence must be
6
persuasive enough to satisfy all requirement required by statute. 7
The Commission has also held that the fact that a utility has a contract with
another party that limits the amount of information it can disclose does not impact the
utility's burden of proof and persuasion.

J

8

See generally "In re PacifiCorp Order No. 02-469 at 30; In re Pacific Power and Light Co., UE 170,

Order No. 05-1050("Prudence is determined by the reasonableness of the actions based on the
information that was available (or could reasonably have been available) at the time")

4 OPUC Docket No. UM 1147, Order No. 05-1070 at 5-6.
5

ORS 757.2 IO(1)(a) "At the hearing the utility shall bear the burden of showing that the rate or schedule of

6

OPUC Docket No. UM 1147, Order No. 05-1070 at 5-6.

7

rates proposed to be established or increased or changed is fair, just and reasonable."

See also, UE 196 Order No. 09-046 at 7. "[W]e clarify that ICNU and CUB are correct that PGE bears

the burden of proof in this docket. There are two aspects to the burden of proof: the burden of

persuasion and the burden of production. The burden of persuasion in a deferral amortization case is
always with the utility. The ultimate burden of producing enough evidence to support its claims is also
with the utility. Other parties in the case, however, have the burden of producing evidence to support
8

their argument in opposition to the utility'S position."
See Re Northwest Natural Gas., Co., UG 132, Order No. 99-697 at 58 (Nov. 12 1999).
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Nevertheless, throughout this docket ; PGE has attempted to shift the focus away
from persuasion and solely onto production in an attempt to argue that Staff and
Intervenors have failed to meet the burden of proof by failing to produce sufficient
evidence to prove that the Company was imprudent. By ignoring the Commission's
interpretation of what the burden of proof means, PGE argues that it is not, therefore,
imprudent. PGE misunderstands the burden of persuasion - the burden is the Company' s
to show that it has been prudent. Presentation of "unrebutted evidence" is not enough.
3.

Throughout this docket PGE has failed to exercise its authority to
obtain documents requested of it that only PGE could obtain from its
contractors.
CUB understands that the ALI has previously noted that she does not think that

PGE "purposefully omitted the information requested in the Bench Requests from the
record."

1O

It has, however, been CUB's experience throughout this docket that PGE has

failed to obtain documents that only PGE could request and obtain from its contractors. I I
CUB has pointed this out in the past. 1

2

Knowing that the Commission has

"emphasiz[ed] that [it] expect[s] utilities to error on the side of producing too much
,, 3
information in response to data requests rather than too little 1 , CUB respectfully
requests that in the future the Commission require utility companies to produce all
requested documents in a timely fashion. In a situation where the utility is not the
"owner" of the document but the document is one prepared about the utility, Dr at the
request of the utility, the utility should be required to obtain a copy from the "owning"

9 PGE Opening Brief in Re-Opened Docket at 15 and 16; PGE Reply Brief at 2; PGE Opening Brief at 13.
10

11
12
13

UE 196 Order No. 09-046 at 8.

CUE!200, Jenks/S-12.

CUE Surrebuttal Testimony (CUBI200/Jenks/5-7)

UE 196 Order No. 09-046 at 8.
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source entity - even if this means that the utility itself cannot itself keep a copy or can
only obtain a redacted copy for its own use from the source entity in question.
As noted above, the Commission has previously held that contracts limiting
disclosure should have no effect on the requirement that the Company bears the burden of
production and persuasion (the burden of proof). PGE should not be allowed to profit
from its obstruction of the discovery portions of this docket. Limiting the ability of other
parties to rebut proffered testimony is not a legal tactic that should be encouraged.
4.

PGE's record keeping appears spotty at best.
PGE states that is was "actively involved during the design phase of the upgraded

LP turbines . . . ,,14 Mr. Quennoz stated that he would agreed that record storage,
retention and retrieval were important parts of a quality assurance program. IS
Nevertheless, PGE claims that rCND's and CUB's criticisms o f P GE's record keeping are
unfounded. CUB begs to differ. If PGE was actively involved in the design phase, then
why does it not have any documents that confirm this? Examples ofPGE's spotty record
keeping are set forth below:

14

1

5

Brief in Re-Opened Docket at 36.
QuennozITranscripl 190:5-10,

PGE Opening
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16
17
18
19
20

21

22
23

CUB/200, Jenks 5-12.
Quennoz/Transcript 192: 1-12.
Kahl fTranscript 291:24.
TranscripllKahl 258:19-25.
TranscripllKahl 268

_

269:23-25 and 1-5.

Transcript/KahI 269: 1 2-19.
Kahl fTranscript 266:22-25.
CUB Surrebuttal Testimony (CUBI200/Jenks/5-7)
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5.

PGE entered into a contract with Siemens Westinghouse ("Siemens")
to install unproven turbine upgrades at Boardman - PGE was imprudent in
purchasing unproven upgrades for its base load plant. PGE's attempt to
downplay the experimental nature of the turbine upgrade defies common
sense.
a.

PGE's internal pre-contract management discussions demonstrate a
lack of research and analysis.
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL

24 Quennoz/Transcript 280:7

25

.

CUB Exhibit

lOS.
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END CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL

b.

The contract demonstrates that the upgrade was risky.

The Turbine Upgrade Contract states:
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL

* * * * *

26

Confidential Exhibit JCNU/f03, Martin 9.
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END CONFIDENTIAL
For regulatory purposes, when the rotor was installed in 2000, its expected
depreciation life was 35 years. In 2005 the rotor's depreciation life was extended to
2040.
35
installed, and after the equivalent of only 4 Y2 years of operation

27

28

29

Confidential Exhibit,

ICNUIIOO, Martinl4.

UE 196 PGE/10l /Quennoz/3; CUB/lOO, Jenksl2�3.

Id. at 4; CUBIlOO, Jenks/2�3.

30 CUB Exhibit 102. Excerpt: PGE & Siemens Westinghouse 2003 Contract, Article
31
32
33

34
35

1 page I; CUB/1 00,

Jenksl2�3.

UE 196 PGEIlOO/Quennoz/3; CUBIlOO, Jenksl2�3.

UE 196 PGEIl 05�D/Quennozll; CUBII00, Jenks/2·3.

UE 196 ICNUIl 03IMartin/6. PGE & Siemens Westinghouse 1999 Contract, Part I, Section 3, 2. I, I;

CUB/100, Jenks/2�3,

CUB Exhibit 104. PGE response to CUB Data Request 9 reo turbine useful life; CUB/lOO, Jenks/2·3.

UE 196 PGEIlOI/Quennoz/4 & PGE/105�D/Quennoz/l (39 ,500 78,760 = 4.5); CUBIlOO, Jenksl2�3 .
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Three root-cause aualyses were conducted to determine the cause of the rotor
36
PGE claims that "none of [the analyses] found any operational error that could
failure.
cause the cracking." thus suggesting that the Company cannot be held responsible for the
7
costs resulting from the 2005 -2006 outage? CUB disagrees.
or causes of the rotor failure might be in dispute. the risk of new experimental technology
failure was known and understood to be a critical risk of the project. Nevertheless, PGE
failed to conduct any proper analysis of new experimental technology risk, and failed to
protect itself contractually from the costs of experimental technology failure in any
reasonable way.
B,ecause
that it prudently monitored Siemens' work and prudently mitigated the risk of the
installation of the unproven technology.

c.

PGE's attempt to downplay the experimental nature of the turbine
upgrade defies common sense.

PGE continues to argue in its Opening Brief in the Re-Opened Docket that it is
not "accurate" to say that the upgraded LP turbines were "experimental" and "untested"
at the time of the upgrade.
the upgraded L P turbines were that they had ruggedized (i.e. solid) shafts and elongated
last-row blades. 3839 That is like saying that a car that has an experimental engine is not an
experimental car because it has wheels, a reguiar chassis and standard superstructure.

36 UE 196 PGE/lOO/Quennoz/6. The analyses were performed by Siemens, the manufacturer, Alstom, the

repair contractor, and PGE; CUBIlOO, Ienksl2-3.
DE 196 PGEIlOO/Quennozn; CUBI lOO, Ienksl2-3.

3731

38

PGE/300; Quennoz/5; PGE Brief at 33.

39 But Mr. Quennoz, in discussing the same issue in PGE 300, seems to suggest lhat "significant" and

"experimental" really mean the same thing - "[a]s I previously testified, the only aspect of the upgraded

LPI turbine that could he characterized as 'experimental' was the last-row blades. PGE 300 at 6.
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As CUB stated in its surrebuttal testimony, though PGE downplays the
experimental nature of the turbine upgrades at Boardman in its Rebuttal and in its
Opening Brief in the Re-Opened Docket, the Company's protestations only reinforce the
conclusion that PGE chose to proceed with components that were newly-designed, not
40
yet commerCia
'
I'111 nature.
' 11y proven, and expenmenta
For example, PGE attempts to avoid the experimental nature of the Boardman
installation by pointing ont that the "last-row blades are a separate part of the LP 1
turbine and are not located at the site of crack initiation, which is on the shaft.

,, 1
4

This

argument suggests that each component of a turbine works in isolation and could not,
therefore, impact any other component of that turbine.
42
grounding in common sense, and PGE provides no evidence to support it.
Furthermore,
the fact that PGE was to be paid compensation by Siemens for research and development
related to the last row blades and ruggedized shaft, if it was able to sell the same thing to
other parties, lends weight to the experimental nature of this project, which Mr. Quennoz
described only as "moderately different".

43

In describing the extent of the new turbine design, IeNU's witness, John Martin,
demonstrates the interconnected nature of the turbine's components.

40
41
42
43

CUE!200, Jenks/ l 3

VB 196 PGE/300/Quennoz/6; VB 196 CUE1200, Jenks 14.

CUE!200, Jenks IS.

PGE/300, Quennoz/ l O .
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The new LP turbines are a totally different design in all dimensional
respects.
stationary blades, seals, and bearings. The maximum diameter of the new
rotor was increased from 100 inches on the original LP turbine to 126
inches on the new LP turbine. The weight of each new LP rotor was
increased from 60, 000 pounds to over 1 00,000 pounds.

6.

PGE cannot contract away either its statutory burden to prudently operate
and maintain its facilities nor its responsibility to prudently negotiate
appropriate damages clauses· PGE imprudently assumed all responsibility
for any consequential damages resulting from the failure of the turbine
upgrades.
a.

PGE cannot contract away its statutory burden to prudently
operate and maintain its facilities.

lCNU argued in its Opening Brief that PGE should not be allowed to rely on the
fact that it contracted with Siemens to install and maintain the LPI turbine to demonstrate
45
prudence.
"Under Oregon law, there is a presumption 'that contracts do not create
, ,46
immunity from liability. ,
CUB agrees with lCNU that if the Commission allows PGE
to escape its burden of establishing that the LPI Rotor was prudently maintained simply
because it had a contract for maintenance with Siemens, then PGE would essentially be
granted immunity from the statutory requirement to demonstrate prudence. Furthermore,
PGE should be held responsible even if it was Siemens's actions which were imprudent,
because Siemens was acting on behalf of PGE. PGE acknowledges this as fact.
b.

PGE abdicated its responsibility to prudently negotiate
appropriate damages clauses or other mitigation features.

44 UE 196 ICNUI200/Martin/2; CUB1200. Jenks/14·15.
45 Opening Brief ofICNU at 6.
46

47

Koch v. Spann, 193 OR App 608, 619(2004).

PGE's Opening Brief at 13. "Although PGE contracted with Siemens for maintenance and alignment of

the LPI Turbine, PGE is ultimately responsible for operation at the Boardman plant."
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In its Opening Brief in the Re-Opened DocketPGE claims that if the "turbines
had not performed as expected, Siemens would have been required to remedy the
underperformance or compensatePGE."

48

That's a nice statement, but completely

irrelevant. It's right up there withPGE's other claims that it protected itself from "that
,49
risk,
- meaning the risk of a forced outage described in CUB's testimony - through
contractual provisions. But review of the contractual provisions shows that they only
included:

Thus, none of the four risk mitigation measures listed byPGE as addressing the
risk of replacement power costs from a forced outage actually applies. The only
conclusion that can be drawn here is thatPGE considered it sufficient to protect itself and
its customers from the large potential risk of installing experimental equipment with a

48
49

PGE Brief at 33.

UE 196 PGEI300lQuenno7fl at 22; CUBI200, Jenksl16..

50 PGE states in its Opening Brief in the Re-Opened Docket at 34 that "CUB appears to misunderstand the
terms of POE's contract with Siemens. The contract does not provide for PGE to recover replacement
power costs in the event of an outage. The contract provides for liquidated damages in some
circumstances during the first year of the turbine's operation, and also provides for a lO-year warranty."
51

CUB1 200, Jenks 16.
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liquidated damages clause
spanning decades).

(for a plant with an expected useful life

52

In its briefs PGE chooses to tie performance to efficiency but this is only part of
what "performance" should cover. Performance should be measured by did they work as
well as before, did they keep working for the life of the plant in addition to did they use
less fuel to produce the same amount of energy. If performance is gauged in that manner,
as CUB believes it should be, then the turbines did not perform as expected and Siemens
did not pay. PGE had imprudently put nothing in place that would require Siemens to
pay for the costs of replacement electricity if the "untested" experimental turbine failed
more than one year after its upgrade. While PGE argues that industry practice is not to
cover replacement power costs, CUB is left wondering if that is industry practice for new,
already proven turbines, or for experimental turbines such as this one.
Customers should not have to pay for PGE's imprudent actions in installing
experimental equipment and failing to procure appropriate guarantees and payments to
protect itself from any resultant outages.

c.

PGE imprudently assumed all responsibility for any consequential
damages resulting from the failure of the turbine upgrades.

As PGE notes, "the cost of power during the L P outage was approximately $45.7
million, which is much greater than the total cost of the upgraded LP turbines, which
53
PGE purchased from Siemens for approximately $ 1 2 million.,,
PGE had a responsibility to rate payers not to contract for unproven experimental
npgrades without requiring that the vendor appropriately indemnify PGE for severe
outage costs. If PGE could not seek these protections from the vendor, then PGE should
52

CUB1200, Jenks 16.

53 POE Opening Brief in the Re-Opened Docket at 35.
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have contracted for optional standby power contracts; have obtained business interruption
insurance; boiler and machinery insurance, all of which are available in the
marketplace

54

PGE argues in its opening brief that such insurance does not exist.

ICNU has stated otherwise - see ICNU response to PGE Data Request 1 3 ; PGE Ex. 409
(included in Ex. I to Deposition of J.
PGE state that it has actually attempted to obtain that or any other kind of insurance, or
that it was itself unable to do so.

The real issue here is not just what insurance did PGE

purchase, but whether PGE tried to get any insurance, and whether they tried in any other
way to mitigate the potential for replacement power costs - the most expensive part of
this whole fiasco and a known potential expense.

For PGE to enter into a contract

.
.
�57
Wit
'hout appropriate protectIOns was not pru d ent.
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL

END CONFIDENTIAL
54

Confidential Exhibit ICNUIl OO, Martin/4.

55 POE's Opening Brief at 12-13.

56

,CNU/103/Martin/15. POE & Siemens Westinghouse 1999 Contract, Parl Y, Section 2;

CUB/300, Feighner/3.
57 POE Opening Brief on Re-Opening at 35.
" UE 196 POE/300/Querl11oz/7; CUB/200, lenks/15-16.

59 !d. at 7-8. CUB 200, lenks/15-16.

60

CUB Exhibit 106 at 3. POE "Enron Risk Assessment And Control Deal Approval Sheet."
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Subsequent to PGE's October 1 998 analysis supporting the go-ahead for the
project, discussed previously, PGE also provided a project analysis to Enron. CUB
Exhibit 106 contaius this analysis.
61
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL

61
62

63

The following seclion is taken from CUBII 00, Jenks 6-10.
CUB Exhibit 106 at 2-3; CUB/lOa, Jenks 6-10.

CUB Exhibit 106 at 3. PGE's "Enron Risk Assessment And Control Deal Approval Sheet."
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END CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL
PGE's contract with Siemens Westinghouse shows thatPGE completely failed to
enact its risk mitigation strategy,
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL

64 CUB Exhibit 106 at 3; CUBII00, Jenks 6-10..

65 ICNUIl 03/Martin/lS, POE & Siemens Westinghouse 1999 Contract, Pat1 V, Section 2

66 CUB Exhibit 103 & [CNUIl03lMartinIlS; CUBIlOO, Jenks 6-10..

67 UE 196 POE1202rrooman-Hagerll and 20; CUB/IOO, Jenks 6-10,
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68

rCNU/103/Martinl8. PGE & Siemens Westinghouse 1999 Contract, Part Ill, Section GC 10. Emphasis

added.

-
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END CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL
This means that the contract for the upgrade contained significantly larger risk
than PGE seriously considered or attempted to model in its analysis. PGE has provided
no information in response to our data requests that shows that the Company considered
the implications of a contract that failed to mitigate a significant risk that PGE's
7!
presentation to its own and Enron' s management suggested would be mitigated.
This failure to account for and mitigate the risk of a forced outage - in this case,
an extended one - due to the failure of a new technology, and the corresponding risk of
replacement power costs, demonstrates a reckless approach to a major capital project.

72

As noted in CUB's Surrebuttal testimony, the parties disagree as to what risk
mitigation protections were available, practical, and/or economical for the Company to
have procured when installing experimental technology at Boardman.

73

However,

regardless of that disagreement, even if one were to completely agree with the Company
that such coverage was not available, not used, not affordable, or, for whatever reason,
not a reasonable or prudent option,

69

74

it further brings into questionPGE's choice to

CUB Exhibit 106.t 3; CUBIlOO, Jenks 6-10..

70 DE 196 ICNU/t03IMartin/i. PGE & Siemens Westinghouse 1999 Contract, Part I, Section I; CUB/100,
71
72
7)
74

Jenks 6-10.

CUB1100, lenksllO.
CUB 100, lenks/tO.
CUB/200Ilenks/ 17-18.

DE 196 PGE/300/Quennozlll.
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proceed with the installation of experimental equipment without having even modeled the
forced outage risk.

75

The Company clearly states that the project was:

at

Therefore, faced with the choice of

Boardman or risking the installation of experimental equipment with only a one-year
liquidated damages clause as protection from the potentially greatest financial risk, PGE
chose to install experimental equipment.

7.

77

PGE did not provide effective oversight of the project - it abdicated
control of the QA/QC work to Siemens; it failed to keep a parts inventory; it
did not put in place a document retention policy; it failed to retain important
documents; and it failed to contract for a third party to monitor Siemens - a
third party could have shared in the proprietary information held by
Siemens but not shared with PGE.
PGE must demonstrate that it prudently monitored Siemens' work.

a.

PGE did not put in place a document retention policy.

PGE did not put in place a document retention policy.

78

The company has an engineer
who has testified that it was her job to do QA/QC, but whose notes and reports are spotty
80
at best.

b.

75
76
77
78
19

Neither does PGE have a documented Siemens' QAlQC policy for this
Project.

CUB/200/Jenks/ 17-IS.

UE 196 ICNUII O3lMartin/3

CUB/200/Jenksl 18.

Kahlffranscript 269: 12-19
Quennoz/franscript 192: 1-2; Kahlffranscript 291: 24.

80 Kah1ffranscript 268-269: 23-25 and 1-5; Kahlffranscript 276: 12-16
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Neither does PGE have a

c.

PGE did not have a parts inventory.

PGE did not have a written parts inventory.

S!

It is hard to see how PGE could

conduct a proper parts inventory without proper documentation.

d.

Being present is not enough.

PGE states that its employees were present for turbine alignments and
82
measurements
Being present and being allowed to watch are a far cry from
"monitoring" for accuracy, whenPGE had no knowledge of the most critical alignment
83
measurement/calculations. (See also section in this brief related toPGE employee
experience with alignment).

e.

PGE could have contracted for a third party monitor.

PGE could have contracted for a third party to monitor Siemens' work. This third
party would be one to whom Siemens would be willing to reveal proprietary information
under an agreement that such information would not be shared withPGE.

81
2
8

Kahltrranscript 289: 1�18; Mayer/Transcript 64: IO�20.

POE's Opening Brief in Re�opened docket at page 30 SECTION I I.

S3.. POE's employees at Boardman were present for and monitored the results of maintenance and

alignments, but did not physically align the turbines themselves." July Hearing Trans. at 65; POE/300 at

84

12�13. POE's Opening Brief at 4.
QuennozlTranscript 224�225: 21�25 and I�14.
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As noted earlier in this brief, the Commission has previously held two important
statements - first, that umebutted evidence is not enough, and second that a contract for
nondisclosure does not remove the burden of proof trom the utility.
PGE tries to downplay the importance ofPGE's not having all of the information
about calculations used for aligning the Boardman turbines.

85

PGE states that its

employees were allowed to watch the installation of the LP turbines and took pictures
during the installation process.
temperature.

87

86

PGE states that its employees monitored vibrations and

But in the world of precision engineering, pictures are no substitute for

measurements in a machine that Mr. Mmtin compared to a "fully loaded Boeing 737
traveling at 500 miles per hour. If the LP turbine rotor failed while operating . . . the
turbine rotor would instantly impact the stationary part of the turbine and would result in
a mechanical and thermal explosion.

88

PGE had no way to self check the alignment

without the Siemens' measurements (see section onPGE employee experience with
alignment) and while PGE claims the RCA do not state that the outage was caused by any
one flaw the RCAs do state that

8.

PGE's employees did not have the experience necessary to adequately
monitor Siemens' installation and maintenance of the LP turbines; PGE
encourages its experts to be "yes men".
a.

85

86
87

88
89

PGE's employees did not have the experience necessary to adequately
monitor Siemens' installation and maintenance of the LP turbines;

POE's Opening Brief in Re-opened docket at page 30 SECTION I I.
POE's Opening Brief in Re-opened docket at page 29 SECTION 9.

POE's Opening Brief in Re-opened docket at page 30 SECTION 11.
ICNU/400/Martin/18.
POE/J05IC-B/Quennozl41.
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Ms. Janet Kahl, the employee that PGE placed in charge of the Boardman
90
upgrade, had never supervised the replacement of an LP turbine rotor and was not
licensed as a structural engineer in Oregon

91

Ms. Kahl accepted Siemens' verbal

statement to her that it had performed the necessary structural analysis before the project
92
commenced.
Ms. Kahl has stated that she does not have enough expertise to know
whether the turbine is unsafe when two nuts are missing

93

As previously stated by Mr.

Feighner, PGE has again failed to prodnce evidence that the company performed
94
significant due diligence independent of Siemens before installing the turbine.
Even though CUB is willing to acceptPGE's claims that its personnel were onsite 24 hours a day observing and recording Siemens activities, it is nevertheless unclear
what oversightPGE was in fact able to provide, as Siemens withheld proprietary safety
95
calculations fromPGE. PGE made several conflicting statements about the extent of
those proprietary calcnlations andPGE's ability to monitor alignment.
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL
1.

The proprietary information referred to on pages 4 and 5 of
POE Exhibit 105C-A are the calcnlations that Siemens uses to
verify turbine alignment. It is Siemens' practice for these
96
calculations to be held as proprietary and not shared.

n.

POE's engineers can calculate every other part of the alignment
themselves; they can verify the measurements and observe the
physical alignment of the turbines. If they had access to Siemens'
calculations, they could learn to do the alignment without Siemens

90 Kahlrrranscript 276: 1 2 - 1 6.
91
Kahlrrranscript 263: 16-23.
92 Kahlrrranscript 263: 2-6.

93 Kahlrrranscript 287: 21-25.

94
95
96
97

CUB/300, Feighner/4.

POE's Opening Brief in RE-Opened Docket at 31-32.
POE/600, KahIl 8.
POE Opening Brief in the Re-Opened Docket at 31-32.
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97

iii.

IV.

99
PGE is not expert in the alignment of low-pressure turbines.

viii. AYes. It's physically impossible to put the turbine exactly where it
would be or perfect alignment. You - it's too massive and it's
physically impossible to get it exactly in the right spot. It's always a
little bit off. And we record where that is by making these gap and
displacement measurements. That information is phoned in to the
Orlando Engineering office. There It's deemed acceptable that when
the unit is couple up, hot, running at full speed in all the load
operations , that it will behave correctly in the design - -

Q Those are the calculations that you are not privy to?
103

AYes.

98
99

Quennozffransctipt 224-225:21-25 and 1-14.
POE Opening Brief in Re-opended Docket at 3.

100 Quennozffransctipt 227:22-25.
101 Quennozffransctipt235:2-1O.
102 Transcript/KahI 274:3-14.
103 Transcript Kah1 312: 7-20.
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END CONFIDENTIAL
POE in its brief states that "POE lacks the expertise to align [the LPI] turbines
105
itself. ,,
It goes on to state that "[t]he turbines must be aligned by qualified experts, and
POE should not be called imprudent for accepting the recommendations of the most
qualified experts in the case." It seems to CUB that POE likes its experts to be "yes
men" and adopts the opinions only of those who provide the outcome thatPOE wishes to
have.
b.

PGE encourages its experts to be "yes men" and adopts only the
findings of those who comply.
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL

1 06

POE's Exhibit 5l7C is a report on vibration measurements of the Boardman Plant
LP turbines, prepared by Sensoplan, Inc. This report was authored in October 2006 as
part of the investigation of the causes of the 2005-06 forced outage, and offers a detailed
level of analysis in terms of measurements of equipment vibration and performance. The
report consists of 33 pages of analysis and another 67 pages of data appendices, and
contains several recommendations for further investigation and measurement that
Sensoplan believed were necessary, including:

104
105
106
107

Transcript Kahl 316: 13-16.
PGE's Opening Brief in Re-opened dockel al page 32 SECTION 1 1 .
The following is taken hom CUB/3OG, Feighner/6-S.

UE 196 / POE Revised Exhibit 517C / Quennoz / 19.
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END CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL
Having advised the parties that "POE is not an expert in the alignment of lowll2
CUB Exhibit 302c, (POE's response to CUB's data request 23),
pressnre turbines"
indicates that the Company's engineering staff has chosen not to implement most of the
above recommendations. CUB is troubled by POE's one-page data response dismissing
these recommendations. POE now states that it "took Sensoplan's recommendations
seriously, in conjunction with recommendations from other consultants hired to address
these questions, and made reasonable decisions about whether to implement those
recommendations based on [POE's] expertise and knowledge of the situation at
Boardman."

ll3

Considering the recent performance of the plant and the cost of significant plant
outages, we wonld expectPOE to take recommendations from its expert consultants
seriously; to the degree that POE was dismissing those recommendations, we would
expect the utility to have a sound analysis to support its reasons not to adopt those
recommendations. CUB realizes that this repOlt is an ex post facto analysis of the
108

[d.
[d.
IIU
[d.
111
[d.

109

112
113

25.
25.

30.
31.

PGE Opening Brief in Reopened Docket at 3.
POE Opening Brief in Re-opelled Docket at 36.
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vibrations that caused the unplanned outage; however, we must wonder if this case is
indicative of a general policy of the Company's engineering staff to dismiss the
recommendations of third-party engineering consultants unless they compute withPGE's
desired view of the world.
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL
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114 QuennozITranscript228-229:14-25 and I-II.

liS

Quenno7.ITranscript230:6-12.
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END CONFIDENTIAL

9.

The Root Cause Analysis Reports are unreliable - one was conducted by
Siemens, a party with a vested financial interest in the project in addition to
potential culpability for its failure; the other was conducted by Alstom, with
whom PGE had contracted to repair the crack. Both were commented on by
PGE before being finalized; PGE itself had a vested interest in a finding of no
culpability.

Ms. Kahl. PGE's project head, was asked whether she agreed that a turbine like
l l7
the LP turbine should not fail after 5 years. Ms. Kahl agreed.
When asked if she was
aware of any other large LP turbines that had failed from high-cycle fatigue, she
answered no.

1l8
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL

116 QuennozJTranscript 239-240: 18-25 and 1-3.
117 KahVfranscript 280: 2-5.

118

KahlfTranscript 280: 20-23.

119 MayerfTranscript 16: 3-25.17:1-25 and 18:21

120

MeyerlTranscript 27-29.
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END CONFIDENTIAL
In addition to the above, both Siemens' and Alstom's reports are incomplete
, 126
because neither "considered the full range of factors that lead to the failure. ,
And, as
further argued by TCNU in its Opening Brief:
AlthoughPGE bears the burden of proof in this proceeding, PGE
made little effort to discover the root cause of the crack in the LP I Rotor,
primarily relying on the root cause analyses prepared by Siemens and
Alstrom. If the Commission finds that Alstom and Siemens reports are
not reliable, the Commission should disregard those reports and,
consequently, find thatPGE has not submitted sufficient evidence to carry
J27

its burden of proof.

10.

l21

The Root Cause Analyses do not demonstrate that PGE acted
prudently.

Meyerrrranscript 27:10-11.

122 Confidential Exhibit rCNU!21O, Martin/ I ; rCNU!200, Marlin/9.

123 Confidential Exhibit rCNU!100iMartin!6
l24
Confidential Tr. At 18.

these statements were not accurate.
126
Confidential Exhibit rCNU! 1 00, Martin!6.
127 Opening Brief ofICNU at 10.
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PGE states that, "there is nothing in the record or the various root cause analyses
that links the upgraded design or upgraded components of the LP turbines to the LPI
, 1 28 Whether or not this statement is factually correct and CUB
rotor crack. ,
doubts that it
is, the fact is, thatPGE began having major problems with this turbine after the new
larger and heavier parts were installed.

1 29

Another fact is that reliance upon a RCA done by the manufacturer of the new
and failed part is imprudent because that manufacturer has every reason not to want to
state that the cause was its newly manufactured part.
130

Reliance upon a report done by a fIrm, with seeming independence but with
review and comment prior to finalization byPGE, is also imprudent when PGE is itself
hopeful of ducking culpability.
Nevertheless it should be noted that, notwithstanding the above, Alstom's report
does not supportPGE's position that it acted prudently because the report finds that

Even Siemens' report does not supportPGE's position that the

Confidential Exhibit PGElI05C-B, Q""nn,n/4
132

PGElI05C-B,Quennozl41; PGE Response to rCNU DR 058; ICNU Reply Brief at 6.
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Boardman plant was prudently maintained and operated when Siemens declared in the
abstract to its report

__

S ince Siemens was responsible for maintaining the LPI Rotor- which

includes setting rotor alignment - it would appear that Siemens has culpability for what
occurred, and thus POE has culpability since Siemens was working for PGE. Further,
PGE has culpability because it had control of the operational conditions of the plant.

11.

PGE's maintenance schednles did not include regular iuspection of
the external turbine bolts/nuts.
ICNU's focus on missing sole plate nuts is misleading. The
missing nuts were not easily visible from the operating deck at
Boardman, either while the plant was in operation or during the
upgrade. Further, the nuts were on a part of the turbine that was
B4
not disturbed during the upgrade.
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL
It is important to set the stage here for what follows. During Judge Wallace

questioning of Mr. Quennoz it was established that

rotor
failure initiated in the vicinity of bearing three and that there had been problems with

133

134
135

Confidential Exhibit PGElI05C-C, Quennoz/2.
PGE1700; Quennozl20-22. PGE Brief at 38.
QuennoziTranscript 209: 1-16.
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bearing three since the time of installation of the new rotor. 1

36

•

a.

The missing and loose bolts/nnts demonstrate further PGE's
sloppy maintenance practices.

PGE's brief misses the point. Whether the bolts/nuts were part of the installation
upgrade or not is irrelevant. Whether the bolts/nuts are easily visible from the operating
deck is irrelevant. What is relevant i� that these bolts/nuts were loose or in some cases
missing and that PGE, due to its sloppy maintenance practices and lack of a QAlQC
mechanism which would have included a parts in parts out inventory, has no idea how
long they have been missing or, as it claims, the effect that their absence could have
(misalignment) on the turbine array. The later, if true, seems likely to stem from PGE ' s
failure to listen to what experts , who are not PGE "yes men", have to say o n the subject.
Indeed even PGE's own employees when not focused on these precise missing bolts have
stated that

END CONFIDENTIAL
Regardless of other impacts on the turbine array, the loose/missing nuts are
further proof of PGE's shoddy maintenance. As John Martin pointed out:
The unit had been there for 20 years, and as it turned out, a
few of the nuts were loose, but more importantly, a couple of the
nuts were missing. And the thing about the missing nuts that
always seemed strange to me is for a nut to come loose, you can

136
J37
13B

QuennoziTranscript 204:10-19.
Kahlffranscript 300: 8-11.
ICNU/400IMarlin/16.

139 QuennodTranscripl 231: 11-14.
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understand how that could happen, from vibration and such. To go
0
missing, somebody has to take it off. 1 4

b.

The loose and missing bolts/nuts demonstrate the deficiencies in
PGE's pre-shut down analysis of what was causing the problem.

In addition, the missing nuts/bolts are an indicator of deficiencies in PGE's
analysis of what was causing the vibrations - if PGE did not know about the missing
nutslbolts then PGE did not know that things were inappropriately secured. This could
not have been considered part of PGE's or its contractors' vibration analysis when it most
certainly should have been.

c.

141

The loose and missing bolts/nnts were, if not the main cause of
the misalignment that led to the outage and the huge replacement
power costs, a contributing factor - PGE was responsible for general
maintenance at Boardman and shonld have found and dealt with the
issue of the loose and missing bolts/nuts.
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL

ICNU in its Reply Brief notes that POE admits that "it could be argued that
Siemens should have discovered the missing nuts during its installation or maintenance of
the upgraded LP Turbines," but goes on to conclude that "there is no compelling
evidence to indicate that the absence of 2 of the 28 nuts in one part of one pedestal of the
more than IOO- foot array contributed in any significant way to causing this crack." 1 42 As
ICNU further notes, it should be understood that the 28 fasteners mentioned secure other
parts of the turbine array and not just Bearing No.2.
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ICNU then states that POE concludes that "[a]lthough Alstom stated that missing
fasteners are a condition that might cause bending stresses along a turbine array, neither
Alstom or S iemens identified these missing nuts as the major or precipitating cause of the
, 45
LPI rotor crack at Boardman. , 1 As ICNU notes, this statement is untrue. The two
missing nuts were critical in securiug the Bearing No. 2 Pedestal.

END CONFIDENTIAL

d.

The missing and loose bolts/nuts were neither hard to reach nor hard
to see if appropriately equipped with a flash-light.

CUB has reviewed photographs of the missing and loose nutlbolt locations.

147

It

is very clear that a person assigned to do regular maintenance on the turbine can and
should be looking at all external bolts/nuts in all areas. 1

48

POE makes a song and dance

out of what you have to step on and off to get to these bolts but that is just desigued to

143

PGEIl05C-B, QuennozJ36; PGEIl05C-B, Quennoz/4 1 ; PGE Response to rCND DR 058, Attachment B,

age 27, para. 3, and page 32 para. I and 2;ICND Reply Brief at 9.
RPGE
Response to rCND Data Request OR4.

14

145
146
147

PGE, Opening Brief at 15; ICND Opening Brief at 10.
PGEllOS C-B,Quennozl41; ICNU Reply Brief at 10.
ICNU/4041 Marlin / l ; ICND/405/Martin/l; ICNUl406/Martinl l ; ICNUl407/Martin/l;

PGEl709/Quennozl l ; PGEl708/Quennozil.

148

QuennoziTranscript 233: 6-14.
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distract from the simplicity of the action. Mr. Martin needed no special safety training or
physical assistance to reach the missing bolts' location, nor did the turbine have to be
turned off for him to do so. He also did not need any special equipment to see the bolts
and only a camera with a nash to record what he saw. A PGE employee could easily
have accomplished the same simple task and some did. 149
All this points, to put it politely, to a severe maintenance failure. PGE could check
the bolts and did not frequently do

SO.150

PGE later recognized this severe maintenance

failure and took steps to rectify it:

c.

It is likely that this condition existed for years before the
upgrade.

PGE does nothing to alleviate, and indeed greatly increases, the concerns CUB
has with regard to PGE's maintenance practices when PGE states with regard to the
missing bolts ("fasteners"):

It ;s likely tha t this condition existedfor years before the upgrade
152
(emphasis added).
Quenn07JTranscript 249: 18-23. "Q On page 2 1 you talk about Mr. Marlin taking a photograph, and
where he had to go in order to take a photograph. Subsequent to Mr. Martin's visit, did you follow the

149

same foot palh that he did to get to where he took the photograph? A I did before and after."

ISO

QuennoziTranscript 249 at 13 and 250:1-15 and 251:1-18.
"Q You said there are 28 bolts. Is there any kind of PGE program that requires that those bolts
be regularly inspected')

A No. Nor does the manufacturer suggest that.
Q Have the bolts been regularly inspected since this outage occurred?

A Yeah. That's a good question. They have, and we have not found any problems with them.
Q And when that inspection takes place, how is it done?

A It's done when we remove the aprons from the units, and we don't do a complete inspection,
but we have it on a rotating preventive maintenance program where we inspect a sample of
those bolts from around the machine. There's 250 of those bolts."
* * *

Q And the preventative maintenance, that is since the outage occurred?
A That's correct. It wasn't done before - -

lSI

"

Mayerrrranscript 44: 24-25 and 45: 1 to 3.
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We can't inspect everything or we would never get the work done in a
timely manner, plus it would be cost prohibitive to walk around and ensure
that all sort of parts or pieces of the machine are where they seem to be. l53

It is not up to CUB to prove that Siemens and PGE imprudently failed to locate
and replace the loose and missing nuts/bolts or that the loose/missing nuts/bolts caused
the misalignment. Instead, it is up to PGE to establish that S iemens and/or PGE
prudently inspected the sole plate to ensure that the boIts were properly secured and that
the loose/missing bolts did not cause or contribute to the misalignment - PGE has been
unable to prove that.
12.

PGE's response to the Bench Request does little to demonstrate that
the company has operated prudently with regards to its decision to install
experimental technology or with regards to its installation and maintenance
practices thereafter.
a.

The validity of the FOMIS survey is questionable.

] ss

PGE conducted a survey of other plant operators about their maintenance
practices. While PGE draws the conclusion that this survey proves it was following
standard operating procedure, CUB believes that it does not offer any such proof.

IS4

: l3-l7.
MartinITranscript 36 l : l 6-25 and362 l - l 8.

1 55 The following is taken from CUB/300, FeighnerIS-6.
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A s CUB noted in its prior testimony, PGE surveyed 77 utilities and received
responses from 1 3, The limited number of responses to the survey precludes it from being
either a representative sample o f PGE's peer companies or a statistically significant
sample of North American electric utilities, PGE claims that of "the thirteen responding
utilities, twelve reported that they used the OEM for steam turbine installation,, 1 56 ,
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL
Twelve utilities did not report that they used the OEM for installation, Instead,
twelve utilities reported that they used the OEM for installation

or

to verify proper

installation,

END CONFIDENTIAL
As CUB previously noted, this is a proceeding to determine whether PGE was
prudent in both its decision to install an experimental rotor design and its ongoing
maintenance practices, either of which may have contributed to the catastrophic outage.
Such a determination must be based on what the company knew when it made the
decision to install the rotor and when it made its decisions relating to maintenance. Even

Qucnnozrrranscript at 178:1·8 But see Kahlrrranscript
at

158

159

seem to contradict this.
QuennoziTranscript 181: 1 9·22
QuennoziTranscript 181·1 82:23·25 and 1.

.00 QuennoziTranscript 182·183:16·25 and lA.
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if a representative sample had been gathered, the practices of other utilities in 2008-9
have no relevance when reviewing the practices of PGE prior to the installation of the
upgraded turbines in 2000 or its maintenance practices from 2000 through at least
61
2007 1
PGE faults CUB for its alleged failure to put any evidence in this record, on this
matter, to contradict PGE's testimony or the FOMIS survey. PGE seems to ignore Mr.
Feighner' s testimony on this subject completely.
This is another example of a situation where PGE was tasked with coming
forward with clear cogent evidence on a topic but failed to do so. PGE could easily have
asked separate questions to elicit clean information - PGE chose not to do so.
h.

Whether it is standard industry practice to rely on another entity's
QAlQC program for the installation and maintenance of a turbine
rotor?
BEGIN CONFIDENTIAL

PGE's responses on this issue miss the point. The purpose of this docket is to
determine whether PGE was prudeut. The contract that PGE signed with S iemens did not
even require

16"- I
n add"Ilion,

PGE did not retain copies of necessary documents.
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63

This is contrary to what POE

states in its Opening Brief in the Reopened Docket at 1 9 .

END CONl<'IDENTlAL

POE never obtained a copy of the QAlQC document from S iemens for production
during this docket. POE asks the parties to instead take their word for the fact that it
looked something like a few pages of documents that they produce from a later upgrade:
"The Documents in POE Exhibit 5 1 3C set out in detail many aspects of the Siemens
QAlQC program applicable to the Boardman turbine upgrades. These documents are
consistent with the QAlQC manuals and documents that POE employees reviewed in
1999 and Siemens' QAlQC program, but the key program elements listed above have
remained consistent through both the LP and HP/IP upgrades" 164

. c.

PGE failed to describe the key elements of Siemens' Boardman
QAlQC program.
BEOIN CONFIDENTIAL

Becanse it did not maintain or obtain a copy of the S iemens QAlQC program POE
failed in its attempt to describe the key elements of the Boardman-specific QAlQC
program. POE described only what the general ISO 9001 program elements are. 165

•

does not mean that

163
M

1

1 65
166
167
1 68

Kahlffranscript 291: 14-25, 292: 1-2.
PGE SOO/Quennoz 14 Lines 13-18
PGE Opening Brief in the Re-opened Docket at 20 -21.
Kahlffranscripl 291 :3-6.
Kahlffranscript 306:8-17.
Kahlffranscript 306:8-17.
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PGE was able to truly monitor whether Siemens was in fact in compliance with its
QAIQC program. It also does not mean that PGE was truly able to monitor whether
S iemens was appropriately completing the mannfactnre and installation work.
END CONFIDENTIAL
It is CUB's position that Ms. Kahl ' s two reviews of the S iemens' QNQC
program over the many intervening months that encompass this project were insufficient.
This lack of diligence establishes imprudent oversight of this project.

d.

PGE's monitoring of the installation and maintenance.

PGE states proudly that it negotiated the right to establish "witness points" dnring
the manufacture of the tnrbine. 1 69 While CUB does not doubt that Ms. Kahl was present
at these

moments CUB does doubt her ability to truly monitor these situations as Siemens

held proprietary certain calculations that were necessary for calculating safety margins J70
and thus completing full monitoring. CUB has addressed earlier its belief that PGE could
have hired a third party to monitor Siemens manufacturing and installation - a third party
with whom Siemens could have shared calculation information for pnrposes of accurate
monitoring. Again, this lack of diligence establishes imprudent oversight of this project.
PGE states that S iemens was required to inform PGE if it deviated from design
requirements during production. If S iemens was withholding proprietary information even if it was only safety margin information, as PGE now claims , stating that its
engineers could calculate every other part of the alignment themselves and verify the

169
l7U

PGE Opening Brief in Re-Opened Docket at 22; PGE Exhibil 5 13, Contract,

aJ 73 and 83.

PGE Opening Brief in the Re-Opened Docket at 32-33.
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!7!
measurements and observe the physical alignment of the turbines
- without access to
Siemens' safety margin information how would POE know whether any deviations
would be a problem?
Even when POE did hire other experts to check things it did not require them to
provide written reports.

172

POE is so intent on showing that it was in control that it finishes this section of its
brief by stating: "[aJ lthough POE contracted with S iemens to perform these tasks, they
were performed under POE's monitoring and subject to POE's approval.

,, !73

Thus, if

Siemens was negligent in either the manufacture, installation or maintenance of the
turbine, as CUB believes they were, POE must have been imprudent in its oversight to
accept that faulty work; POE is therefore responsible for this imprudence.
13.

The fact that PGE has borne the cost of the investigation, removal,
174
transport, repair and reinstallation of the cracked rotor should not
affect/influence the Commission in its decision making in this process; this
process is about replacement power costs and prudency.
POE concludes its Opening Brief In the Re-Opened Docket with a listing of all of

the things that POE has paid for in relation to the LPI turbine outage, things that it is only
good and proper that POE should pay for given its imprudent behavior throughout this
matter. POE fails to remind the Commission that under UM 1 234 POE was pennitted to
defer replacement power costs in excess of its normal business risk and that POE is,
therefore, through its current return on equity compensated for its normal business risk
including the remaining replacement power costs.

171
172
173

174

POE Opening Brief in the Re-Opened Docket at 33.
POE's Opening Brief in Re-Opened Docket at 24.
POE's Opening Brief in Re-Opened Docket at 25.
POE Brief at 40.
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PGE's list of costs was undoubtedly intended to sway the Commission towards
allowing PGE to recover the full amount of deferred costs potentially available in this
docket. But PGE, pursuant to ORS 757.259(5) is obligated to show that the costs that it
is currently seeking are prudent. The fact that PGE has incurred replacement power costs
in excess of the amount that it deferred is, as rCNU has already noted, irrelevant to
whether the deferred cost was prudently incurred. 1

75

CUB requests that the Commission

hold firm and reject in total PGE's request to amortize the full amount of the deferred
expenses authorized in Order 07-049 because PGE has failed to show that the costs were
prudently incurred.

III.

CONCLUSION
PGE undertook a technologically-risky retrofit at one of its major generating

facilities, failed to adequately consider the ramifications of the very-real risk of forced
outage due to technology failure, and then utterly failed to mitigate that risk in any
meaningful way, thus leaving the Company and its customers completely exposed. Such
an irresponsible approach to, and execution of, a significant capital investment
representing a significant portion ofPGE's baseload generation is unfathomable.
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PGE made the decision to install experimental components at Boardman based
upon cursory due diligence. Customers rely on PGE to make investments on their behalf,
and the careless approach that the Company took toward such a significant capital
investment, as demonstrated by the paucity of Company analysis, was not prudent.
Customers should not be held responsible for PGE's failure to properly analyze and
evaluate the choice to install experimental equipment at Boardman, and should not be
175
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asked to pay for the replacement power costs resulting from a failure of this experimental
upgrade. 1

77

It is not surprising that neither PGE, which operated the plant, nor Siemens
Westinghouse, which maintained the plant, offer proof to the effect that neither plant
operation nor maintenance were at fault. Instead, we are told that the cause was
"unknown."

I78

CUB ' s analysis demonstrates that, regardless of the Company' s operation

of Boardman, PGE's due diligence and contractual risk mitigation in the 2000 turbine
upgrade were so poor that customers cannot reasonably be asked to pay the costs of
replacement power for the 2005-2006 outage. Given PGE's choices and lack of
preparation for the risk of equipment failure, these costs should be the Company' s
responsl'b'l'
l lty.

179

As PGE found snch an approach to be reasonable, however, the Company should
also reasonably be expected to pay for the replacement power costs associated with the
technology failure that was deep within the range of possibility, but to which PGE left
itself completely unprotected. 1

8o

PGE should not be permitted to shift the burden of proof (production and
persuasion) in this matter to Staff and Intervenors. The legal standard requires PGE to
prove that PGE acted prudently. From the record in this docket it is clear that PGE did
not act prudently - it made some very imprudent decisions in regard to the upgrade and
maintenance work done on its Boardman plant. PGE should not be permitted to shift the
risk of those decisions to innocent rate payers.
177
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Neither should POE be rewarded for its indiligence or tactical restraint, both prior
to and after the issuance of the AU's Bench Request. In this and other dockets POE has
been unable or unwilling to provide simple records and information. CUB had similar
problems in trying to get information from POE during DE 1 97 - for example the ever
shifting employee number count

lSI

In this docket POE has consistently failed to produce

requested records and its staff has provided contradictory testimony (see POE employee
experience section regarding alignment). POE has also shown a lack of rhyme or reason
as to the documents retained from projects.
By the time this whole case is over, POE will have entered five rounds of written
testimony and five rounds of briefing into the record - POE will have had five bites at the
apple. CUB respectfully requests that, in addition to whatever order the Commission
enters in regard to amortization (and CUB requests that the order be a denial of POE's
request for amortization of the deferred 'costs), the Commission also include in its order
an admonition to POE to produce all requested documents in a timely fashion, and in a
situation where POE is not the "owner" of the document but the document is one
prepared about POE, or at the request of POE, that POE should be required to obtain a
copy from the "owning" entity - even if that means that POE itself can only obtain a
redacted copy for its own use from the source in question.
POE has not carried its burden of proof in this docket; POE has not shown that the
excess power costs related to the Boardman outage were prudently incurred. CUB
respectfully requests that the Commission deny POE's UE 1 96 Application.

DATED this 17th day of July, 2009.
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Respectfully submitted,

G. Catriona McCracken #933587
Staff Attorney
Citizens' Utility Board of Oregon
6 1 0 SW Broadway Ste 308
Portland, OR 97205
(503) 227- 1 984
Catriona@oregoncub.org
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